We consider a matrix decomposition problem arising in Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT). The problem input is a matrix of intensity values that are to be delivered to a patient via IMRT from some given angle, under the condition that the IMRT device can only deliver radiation in rectangular shapes. This paper studies the problem of minimizing the number of rectangles (and their associated intensities) necessary to decompose such a matrix. We propose an integer programming-based methodology for providing lower and upper bounds on the optimal solution, and demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on actual clinical data.
Such blocks are custom-made for each individual patient, which makes compensator-based IMRT not only labor and storage space intensive, but it also makes the actual treatment very time-consuming due to the fact that therapists must enter the treatment room to place each individual compensator. In addition, compensators have several undesirable properties that make it difficult to perform accurate dose calculations, thereby reducing the advantages of IMRT (see, e.g., Earl et al. [5] ). Recently, researchers have begun to explore the clinical feasibility of delivering IMRT using conventional jaws that are already integrated into radiation delivery devices and can create apertures that are rectangular in shape (see, e.g., Earl et al. [5] , Kim et al. [10] , and Men et al. [17] ). Successful application of this much simpler delivery technique depends critically on the ability to efficiently deliver high-quality treatment plans. In this paper, we therefore develop and test new optimization approaches to minimize the treatment time required for a particular treatment plan using rectangular apertures only.
Solving a so-called fluence map optimization problem yields an optimal IMRT treatment plan that resolves different, and conflicting, clinical measures of treatment plan quality related to tumor control and side effects (see, e.g., Shepard et al. [22] for a review; Lee et al. [12, 13] for mixed-integer programming approaches; Romeijn et al. [21] for convex programming models; and Hamacher and Küfer [7] and Küfer et al. [11] for a multicriteria approach).
A treatment plan then consists of a collection of nonnegative intensity matrices, often referred to as fluence maps, one corresponding to each beam angle. In order to limit treatment time, each of these matrices is then expressed as a multiple of an integral fluence map in which the maximum element is on the order of 10-20. To allow delivery of the treatment plan, each of these fluence maps should be decomposed into a number of apertures and corresponding intensities, where the collection of apertures that may be used depends on the delivery equipment. For MLC delivery this problem is called the leaf sequencing problem and is very widely studied; for examples, we refer to Ahuja and Hamacher [1] , Boland et al. [3] , Kamath et al. [9] , Engel [6] , Kalinowski [8] , and Taşkın et al. [23] . (Note that integrated approaches to fluence map optimization, also referred to as aperture modulation, have been proposed as well; we refer to, e.g., Preciado-Walters et al. [19] , Romeijn et al. [20] , and Men et al. [17] .)
The problem that we study in this paper is the decomposition of an integral fluence map into rectangular apertures and corresponding intensities. While Dai and Hu [4] proposed a straightforward heuristic for a variant of this decomposition problem, we develop the first computationally viable optimization approach to this problem. In Section 2 we consider the core problem of decomposing an (integral) fluence map while minimizing the number of rectangular apertures. In Section 3 we then extend our models to the problems of (i) minimizing total treatment time (as measured by the sum of the required aperture setup times and the beam-on-time, i.e., the actual time that radiation is being delivered); and (ii) minimizing the number of apertures subject to beam-on-time being minimal. Section 4 discusses our computational results on a collection of clinical fluence maps, and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
A Mixed-Integer Programming Approach
We begin in Section 2.1 by formally describing the optimization model under investigation, and modeling it with a mixed-integer programming formulation. We next describe several classes of valid inequalities in Section 2.2. Finally, we discuss methods for partitioning the input matrix in Section 2.3, which leads to effective lower and upper bounding techniques.
Model Development
In this section, we discuss an integer programming approach to decomposing a fluence map into a minimum number of rectangular apertures and corresponding intensities. Throughout this paper, we will denote the fluence map to be delivered by a matrix B ∈ N m×n , where the element at row i and column j, (i, j), corresponds to a bixel with required intensity b ij . We call a bixel having an intensity requirement of zero a zero-bixel. We also define a nonzerobixel analogously. Figure 1 shows an example fluence map, which we will use throughout this paper. having contiguous rows and columns) that can be used to decompose B, excluding those that contain a zero-bixel. For each rectangle r ∈ R we define a continuous variable x r that represents the intensity assigned to rectangle r, and a binary variable y r that equals 1 if rectangle r is used in decomposing B (i.e., if x r > 0), and equals 0 otherwise. Let C r be the set of bixels that is exposed by rectangle r. We define M r = min (i,j)∈Cr {b ij } to be the minimum intensity requirement among the bixels covered by rectangle r. Furthermore, we denote the set of rectangles that cover bixel (i, j) by R(i, j). Given these definitions, we can formulate the problem as follows:
subject to:
x r ≤ M r y r ∀r ∈ R (3)
The objective function (1) minimizes the number of rectangles used in the decomposition.
Constraints (2) guarantee that each bixel receives exactly the required dose. Constraints (3) enforce the condition that x r cannot be positive unless y r = 1. Finally, (4) states bounds and logical restrictions on the variables. Note that the objective (1) guarantees that y r = 0 when x r = 0 in any optimal solution of IPR.
Formulation IPR contains two variables and a constraint for each rectangle, resulting in a large-scale mixed-integer program for problem instances of clinically relevant sizes. Furthermore, the M r -terms in constraints (3) lead to a weak linear programming relaxation; with no valid inequalities or branching yet performed on the problem, we have that y r = x r /M r at optimality to the linear programming relaxation of IPR. An alternative formulation that does not require M r -terms employs a decomposition method. Taşkın et al. [23] investigate the problem of decomposing an integer matrix into "row-convex" matrices, where in each decomposed matrix, all nonzero values take the same value, and appear consecutively on each row. Their computational results show that solvability of the problem is significantly improved by applying a bilevel optimization algorithm. A similar approach for the problem considered in this paper would formulate a master problem as:
subject to: y corresponds to a feasible decomposition (6) y r binary ∀r ∈ R,
where we address the form of (6) in the sequel. Given a vectorŷ, we can check whether constraint (6) is satisfied by solving the following linear program:
x r ≤ M rŷr ∀r ∈ R (10)
Associating variables α ij with (9) , and β r with (10), we obtain the dual formulation:
Our Benders decomposition strategy first solves MP, which yieldsŷ. If SP(ŷ) is feasible, thenŷ corresponds to a feasible decomposition, and is optimal. Else, DSP(ŷ) is unbounded (since the trivial all-zero solution guarantees its feasibility). Let (α,β) be an extreme dual ray of DSP(ŷ) such that
Then, all y-vectors that are feasible with respect to (6) must satisfy
We add (16) in a cutting-plane fashion as necessary.
Remark 1.
Even though the number of rectangles that can be used in partitioning the input matrix B is O(n 2 m 2 ), we observe that optimal solutions typically use only a small percentage of the total number of rectangles. This observation suggests that another way to overcome the dimensional complexity associated with solving IPR is to apply a column generation approach. In this approach, we start with a feasible set of columns and rows corresponding to a subset of rectangles, and generate additional columns and rows as necessary within a branch-and-price-and-cut (BCP) algorithm. Even though this approach requires the solution of much smaller linear programming relaxations, several features of the branch-and-cut algorithm such as preprocessing and automatic cutting-plane generation are not applicable.
As a result, our implementation of the BCP approach was not computationally competitive with the other algorithms presented in this paper, and further details are therefore omitted.
Valid Inequalities
In this section we discuss several valid inequalities and optimality conditions for our problem. All inequalities that we describe in this section are applicable to both the integer programming formulation and the master problem of the Benders decomposition approach we described in Section 2.1.
Adjacent Rectangles
We call two non-overlapping rectangles r 1 and r 2 adjacent if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) r 1 and r 2 cover an identical range of columns, with r 1 having bottom row i and r 2 having top row i + 1, or (b) r 1 and r 2 cover an identical range of rows, with r 1 having right-most column j and r 2 having left-most column j + 1.
We observe that there exists an optimal solution in which no two adjacent rectangles are used in the decomposition. In order to see this, assume that adjacent rectangles r 1 and r 2
have intensities x r 1 and x r 2 , respectively, where x r 1 ≤ x r 2 without loss of generality. In this case, an alternative optimal solution can be constructed by extending r 1 into r 2 . Specifically, let r be the rectangle for which C r = C r 1 ∪ C r 2 . An alternative optimal solution that does not contain any adjacent rectangles uses r 2 having intensity x r 2 − x r 1 , and r having intensity x r 1 . This dominance criterion can be written as:
Bounding Box Inequalities
We first observe that intensity requirements of adjacent bixels can be used to derive certain necessary conditions that any feasible decomposition of a matrix needs to satisfy. We say that a rectangle starts at bixel (i, j) if the upper-left corner of the rectangle is located at (i, j). Consider the bixel (5, 3) marked with dark gray in Figure 2 . Since b 43 = 2, the total intensity delivered to (5, 3) by all rectangles that start in rows i = 1, . . . , 4 cannot exceed 2.
However, b 53 = 14 > 2, and hence at least one rectangle that starts in row 5 is required to cover bixel (5, 3) . Similarly, b 53 > b 52 implies that at least one rectangle that starts in column 3 is required to cover the same bixel. These results can be strengthened by considering both 
, . . . , m + 1}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1}. In this case, we say that (l, u, r, d) is a bounding box for bixel (i, j). Figure 4 illustrates a bounding box for bixel (6, 3) (marked in dark gray), which corresponds to (l, u, r, d) = (2, 4, 5, 7). The four bixels that represent the borders of a bounding box are marked in light gray. We note that any rectangle that contains bixel (6, 3), (at (6, 3) or (6, 4) ), has to contain at least one of the four bixels on the border. Therefore, the sum of intensities of those rectangles is bounded by the total required intensity of the bixels in light gray. Since the intensity of the dark gray bixel cannot be satisfied by those rectangles alone, it follows that at least one rectangle contained within the bounding box must be used to cover bixel (6, 3) . Let BB ij represent the interior of a bounding box for bixel (i, j), i.e., given (l, u, r, d) all bixels at the intersection of rows u + 1, . . . , d − 1 and columns l + 1, . . . , r − 1. We denote the set of rectangles in R(i, j) that are contained within BB ij by R(BB ij ). In this case, the following inequality is valid:
Note that (0, 0, n + 1, m + 1), which corresponds to the input matrix, is a bounding box for any bixel. Therefore there can be multiple bounding boxes associated with each bixel.
Let BB ij and BB ij be two bounding boxes for bixel (i, j). We say that BB ij dominates
Since the inequality (18) that corresponds to a dominated bounding box is implied by the inequality that is associated with the corresponding dominating bounding box, we are only interested in generating nondominated bounding boxes. In order to generate nondominated bounding boxes, we first make the following observation. A nondominated bounding box for bixel (i, j) is minimal in the sense that none of its edges can be shifted closer to (i, j) without violating the bounding box intensity property.
We use this observation to design an algorithm that finds several nondominated bounding boxes associated with a given bixel. In our algorithm, we start at a bixel (i, j), and first move in a vertical or horizontal direction until we encounter a bixel (i , j ) having b i j < b ij .
We mark (i , j ) as an edge of the bounding box, reduce b ij by b i j , and return to (i, j).
We then move in the remaining directions one-by-one, updating b ij after each step, in order to find the remaining edges of the bounding box. We repeat the same procedure for all 4! permutations of the directions, and obtain a nondominated bounding box in each iteration.
Finally, we eliminate duplicates in order to obtain a set of nondominated bounding boxes, and we generate a constraint of type (18) for each bounding box.
Aggregate Intensity Inequalities
We derive a simple class of valid inequalities by observing that the total intensity that can be delivered to each bixel needs to be greater than or equal to its required intensity. Formally,
We note that inequalities (19) are implied by (2) and (3) in IPR. However, (19) can be used to tighten the master problem of the Benders decomposition approach discussed in Section 2.1. Furthermore, various tightening procedures can be applied to (19) for use in either the direct solution of IPR or in the Benders master problem. In our implementation, we apply a Chvátal-Gomory rounding procedure (see, e.g., [18] ) in which we divide both sides of the inequality by the smallest M r coefficient on the left-hand-side (unless b ij is divisible by that number), and round up coefficients on both sides of the inequality. If b ij is divisible by the smallest M r -coefficient on the left-hand-side of (19) , then the rounding procedure yields an inequality implied by (19) , and hence we do not generate it.
Special Submatrices
An alternative strategy to the one described in Section 2.2.3 divides both sides of (19) by
and then rounds up all coefficients and the right-hand-side.
Noting that all coefficients on the left-hand-side are bounded from above by b ij , this process yields:
Equations (20) imply that bixel (i, j) can either be covered by a single rectangle having a maximum intensity of b ij , or otherwise needs to be covered by at least two rectangles. The idea behind (20) can be extended to other special cases. For instance, consider the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider any 1 × 2 or 2 × 1 submatrix of B in which both elements equal a common nonzero value, q. Define A = 1 as the set of rectangles that cover exactly one of the two bixels, and have a maximum intensity of q. Let A < 1 be the set of all rectangles that cover exactly one of the two elements, and have a maximum intensity less than q. Define A = 2 and A < 2 analogously for rectangles that cover both elements. The following inequality is valid:
Proof. Consider any feasible solution, and let vector v denote how many rectangles exist in the solution belonging to A (21), and thus all v corresponding to a feasible solution must also satisfy (21) .
Similarly, consider submatrices of the form
or its transpose, where we assume 0 < q L < q R without loss of generality. We define A = L and A < L to be the sets of rectangles that cover q L , but not q R , with maximum intensity q L , and less than q L , respectively. Let A = R and A < R be defined for rectangles that cover q R but not q L , with a maximum intensity greater than or equal to (q R − q L ) and less than (q R − q L ), respectively. We define A = 2 and A < 2 as before, with a maximum intensity of q L , and less than q L , respectively. A similar analysis as in proof of Lemma 1 reveals that the following inequality is valid:
The last special case that we consider is a nonzero submatrix of the form:
We define A = i to be the sets of rectangles having maximum intensity equal to q, and covering exactly i elements of the 2 × 2 submatrix, for i = 1, 2, and 4. Similarly, define A < i to be the sets of rectangles having maximum intensity less than q, and covering exactly i elements of the submatrix. Given these definitions, we obtain:
Submatrix Inequalities
It is possible to generate valid inequalities using arguments similar to the ones discussed in Section 2.2.4 for other submatrices as well. However, this process is very tedious, and there is a large number of possible submatrix combinations. In this section we describe a similar set of inequalities, which are weaker than those described in the previous section, but are easier to generate. We first observe that the formulation IPR can be solved quickly for small input matrices. Let S denote a submatrix of the input matrix, and R(S) represent the set of rectangles that cover at least one bixel in S. Let LB(S) be a lower bound on the number of rectangles required to decompose S. Since LB(S) constitutes a lower bound on the total number of rectangles required, the following inequality is valid for any submatrix S:
We can obtain LB(S) by formulating an auxiliary integer programming problem of type IPR for S, and setting a limit on the maximum solution time.
Partitioning Approach
In this section, we propose a partitioning approach for our problem. We first propose an algorithm for detecting completely separable regions of the input matrix, which can be solved independently. Next, we explore methods for partitioning the large components, in order to obtain simultaneous upper and lower bounds, which we use to improve the solvability of our formulation.
Separable Components
Our observations on clinical data sets suggest that input matrices can usually be decomposed into several small components, and one or two large components. The small components can usually be solved to optimality by formulation IPR enhanced with the valid inequalities discussed in Section 2.2.
We observe on clinical data that several regions of the input matrix are completely surrounded by zero-bixels. Since no rectangle can cover a zero-bixel, each of these regions can be solved independently. A connected subset of the input matrix obeys the property that a rectilinear path exists between any two nonzero-bixels of the subset, such that each bixel in the path is also a nonzero-bixel that belongs to the subset. We call a connected set of nonzero-bixels a component of the input matrix if it is adjacent to zero-bixels across all of its boundaries (i.e., if the subset is not contained within a larger connected subset).
In order to identify the components of the input matrix, we generate a graph G in which each nonzero-bixel has a corresponding node. We add an arc between a pair of nodes if and only if the corresponding bixels are adjacent in the input matrix. We then identify connected components on G by running a standard depth-first-search algorithm.
Each connected component on G corresponds to a component of the input matrix, which can be solved independently of other components. Figure 6 depicts the components of the fluence map given in Figure 1 . 
Independent Regions
After finding separable components of the input matrix, we attempt to further partition each component into smaller regions. We say that distinct regions of a component are independent if no rectangle intersects two bixels belonging to different regions without also intersecting a zero-bixel. In Figure 7 , the regions with light and dark gray background are independent.
If we solve IPR separately over all independent regions, the sum of rectangles required to decompose each independent region yields a lower bound on the objective function for the corresponding component.
In general, there are multiple ways of partitioning a component into independent regions, with each yielding possibly different lower bounds. The problem of finding a partition that yields the best lower bound can be thought of as a "dual" of finding the minimum number • The number of bixels assigned to each independent region needs to be small enough so that each region can be solved quickly.
• The number of bixels not assigned to any independent regions needs to be as small as possible in order to obtain a good lower bound.
We use a heuristic procedure to partition a component into independent regions, which employs an auxiliary objective of maximizing the number of component bixels covered by an independent region. Each bixel (i, j) is called "committed" if it either belongs to an independent region, or if (i, j) is contained within some rectangle in R that also covers bixels in an independent region (and hence, (i, j) cannot belong to another independent region).
All other bixels are called "uncommitted." We select our independent regions one at a time, until no more uncommitted bixels remain. The procedure's details are described as follows.
Initialization. Labels all nonzero-bixels as "uncommitted."
Step 1. Each candidate independent region (or just "candidate") is seeded from a rectangle r ∈ R such that rectangle r contains only uncommitted bixels, and such that the number of bixels in the rectangle is no more than some limit L. For each such rectangle r, define r to be the (initial) candidate region.
Step 2. For each candidate r , if r covers exactly L bixels, then go to Step 4. Else, continue to Step 3.
Step 3. For each candidate r , determine if there exists an uncommitted bixel (i, j) adjacent to r (i.e., a bixel (i, j) / ∈ r such that either (i − 1, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j − 1), or (i, j + 1) belongs to r ), such that for every r ∈ R(i, j), all bixels in r either belong to r , or would already become committed due to the selection of r as an independent region. That is, adding (i, j)
to r would not increase the number of bixels committed by selecting r as a new independent region. If such a bixel exists, then add (i, j) to r , and return to Step 2. Else, continue to
Step 4.
Step Step 5. Create an independent region corresponding to r . For each bixel (i, j) that can be covered by a rectangle in R intersecting at least one bixel in r , change the status of (i, j) to "committed." (This includes all bixels in r itself.) If all bixels are committed, terminate the procedure; else, return to Step 1.
In our algorithm for solving a component, we execute the foregoing heuristic to find a set of independent regions. We formulate IPR for each region, with a limit on the maximum solution time. We then use the lower bound obtained for each region to generate an inequality of type (24). (It is often prudent to skip this step if only one region is computed for a component.)
Dependent Regions
In this section, we attempt to improve the lower bound obtained using independent regions by focusing on those bixels not included in the union of independent regions. We define a dependent region to be a connected set of bixels in a component that does not overlap with any of the independent regions in that component. In our example, the region with black background in Figure 7 is a dependent region. Let D represent the set of bixels in a dependent region, and let R(D) represent the set of rectangles that cover only a subset of the bixels in D.
In order to improve our lower bound, we wish to compute the minimum number of rectangles required to cover D; however, we wish to avoid double-counting those rectangles used to cover bixels in independent regions. Accordingly, we seek the minimum number of rectangles in R(D), perhaps in concert with rectangles outside R(D), required to cover the bixels in D. Using the x-and y-variables as before, we formulate the following variation of IPR in order to find the minimum number of rectangles in R(D) required to partition D.
DPR: Minimize r∈R(D)
y r (25) subject to:
x r ≥ 0 ∀r ∈ R, y r binary ∀r ∈ R(D)
Objective (25) minimizes the number of rectangles in R(D) used in the solution. Constraints (26) ensure that the bixels in D get partitioned exactly, where (27) limit the intensity delivered to the remaining bixels. Constraints (28) relate the x-and y-variables as done in IPR, and finally (29) define variable types. As before, we set a time limit for the solution of DPR, and obtain a lower bound on the objective function value, which we denote by LB(D).
Given this value, the following inequality is valid:
In our example, the optimal value of DPR for the black (dependent) region is 1 since the intensity requirement of bixel (1, 4) cannot be satisfied completely by rectangles that cover bixels in the gray (independent) regions (in fact, this result can also be seen due to the bounding box constraint implying that one rectangle representing the singleton bixel (1, 4) must appear in any feasible solution). We note that the rectangles in R(D), by definition, do not intersect any other (dependent or independent) regions. Therefore, the lower bounds obtained for all regions can be summed to obtain a lower bound on the minimum number of rectangles required to decompose a component.
Upper Bound Calculation
In this section, we discuss how a related approach leads to a heuristic algorithm to obtain a feasible decomposition of a component. We first note that a feasible decomposition of a A better way of obtaining feasible solutions for dependent regions is to formulate the problem IPR for each dependent region. Since IPR explicitly minimizes the total number of rectangles required, we expect this approach to result in feasible solutions of higher quality.
However, this approach does not consider the fact that some of the rectangles that are already used for decomposing independent regions can be extended into dependent regions without increasing the total number of rectangles. In order to permit the use of rectangles that intersect independent and dependent regions, we require a revised integer programming formulation.
In our approach, we solve the integer programming formulations for decomposing the independent regions first, and store the best feasible solutions found within the allowed time limit. Letx r represent the intensity assigned to rectangle r for decomposing independent regions. Next, we generate a feasible solution for each dependent region, one at a time, as follows. We first find the set of rectangles that can be extended into the current dependent region, and determine how those rectangles can be extended. Let E(D, r) represent the set of rectangles in R that extend rectangle r into dependent region D. We also define the parameter I(r) e ij equal to one if bixel (i, j) ∈ D is covered by extension e of rectangle r, and zero otherwise. Let z re be a binary variable that equals 1 if and only if extension e of rectangle r is used in the solution. We define the x-and y-variables as before, and formulate the following problem:
y r (31) subject to:
x r ≥ 0, y r binary ∀r ∈ R(D)
z re binary ∀r ∈ R, e ∈ E(D, r).
We generate a feasible solution by combining three types of rectangles: (i) rectangles used to decompose independent regions that are not extended by EPR; (ii) rectangles obtained by extending rectangles from independent regions into dependent regions by EPR; and (iii) rectangles in R(D) used by EPR.
Note that the optimal value of EPR for the dependent region given in Figure 7 is 1. This can be seen by observing that the rectangle(s) that cover bixel (3, 4) can be extended up to fully satisfy the intensity requirement of bixel (2, 4) without any penalty on the objective function of EPR formulated for the dependent region. Therefore, a single rectangle contained in the dependent region solves EPR optimally. Since the optimal value of DPR for the dependent region is also 1, our partition solves the problem of finding the minimum number of rectangles to optimality.
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In this section, we briefly discuss how our model can be adjusted to tackle the problems of minimizing total treatment time, and lexicographically minimizing beam-on-time and number of apertures.
Minimize Total Treatment Time
The total time spent delivering a given fluence map is composed of (i) time required to move the jaws to form the next rectangular aperture (setup time), and (ii) time during which radiation is delivered (beam-on-time). Even though the setup time required for switching from one rectangular aperture to the next one depends on the jaw settings corresponding to these apertures, and hence is sequence-dependent, in this paper we make the common assumption that total setup time is proportional to the total number of apertures used. With this assumption, our model can easily be adjusted to explicitly minimize the total treatment time by changing the objective function of IPR to
where w is a parameter that represents the average setup time per aperture relative to the time required to deliver a unit of intensity.
The Benders decomposition procedure discussed in Section 2.1 also needs to be adjusted accordingly. We first add a continuous variable t to MP, which "predicts" the minimum beam-on-time that can be obtained by the set of rectangles chosen by MP. The updated master problem can be written as follows.
MPTT: Minimize w r∈R y r + t (38) subject to: y corresponds to a feasible decomposition (39)
t ≥ minimum beam-on-time corresponding to y (40)
Given a vectorŷ, we can find the minimum beam-on-time for the corresponding decomposition, if one exists, by solving:
x r ≤ M rŷr ∀r ∈ R (44)
Note that SPTT is obtained by simply changing the objective function of SP. If SPTT(ŷ) is infeasible, then we add a Benders feasibility cut of type (16) as before, and re-solve MPTT.
Otherwise, let the value of t in MPTT bet, and the optimal objective function value of SPTT be t . Ift = t , then (ŷ,t) is an optimal solution of MPTT that minimizes the total treatment time. However, ift > t , then we add the following Benders optimality cut
whereα ij andβ r are optimal dual multipliers associated with constraints (43) and (44), respectively.
Optimization with Beam-on-Time Restrictions
Another related problem that we consider is finding the minimum number of rectangles that yields the minimum beam-on-time. Note that the minimum beam-on-time required to decompose a fluence map can be found (in polynomial time) by solving SPTT, which is a linear program, for the vectorŷ r = 1, ∀r ∈ R. Let T denote the optimal objective function value of SPTT ( 1), where 1 is the vector of all 1's. Given this value, it is sufficient to add
to minimize the number of rectangles while limiting beam-on-time to T .
The modifications required for the Benders decomposition algorithm are also straightforward. In order to enforce the minimum beam-on-time restriction, we add (47) to SP, which checks whether a given set of rectangles can decompose the fluence map. The updated feasibility cut is given by
where θ is the dual variable associated with (47) in SP. Finally, we need to check whether the solution generated by our heuristic discussed in Section 2.3.4 satisfies constraint (47); if so, then it can be used as an initial upper bound.
Computational Results
We have implemented our algorithms using CPLEX 11 running on a Windows XP PC with a 3.4 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. Our base set of test problem instances consists of 25 clinical problem instances ("case1beam1", . . . , "case5beam5"). These instances were obtained from treatment plans for five patients treated using five beam angles each. We report problem characteristics in terms of the number of rows m, the number of columns n, and the maximum intensity value L. We imposed a time limit of 1800 seconds (30 minutes) in all of our tests.
For problem instances that were not solved to optimality within the imposed time limit, we report the best upper and lower bounds obtained, where we round lower bounds up for the cases in which the objective function is guaranteed to have an integral value.
Our preliminary computational tests showed that the naive implementation of our Benders decomposition approach, in which we add a cut and re-solve the master problem in each iteration, was not computationally competitive with solving the explicit integer programming formulation. This is due to the fact that repetitively solving the master problem, which is an integer programming problem, is computationally very expensive. We instead used callback functions of CPLEX to generate a single branch-and-bound tree in which we solve SP(ŷ) (or (SPTT(ŷ)) corresponding to each integer solution found in the branch-andbound tree, and add cuts to tighten the master problem as necessary. While this approach produced better results than the naive implementation, it still yielded inferior bounds than those obtained from the explicit formulation. Therefore, we omit further Benders-based computational results in this paper.
Our first experiment quantifies the effects of the valid inequalities discussed in Section 2.2, and the partitioning approach discussed in Section 2.3 on solution quality and execution time. In Table 1 , the set of columns labeled "Default CPLEX" shows the results we obtained by solving the formulation IPR on each problem instance using default CPLEX options. The "+ Valid Inequalities" columns represent the IPR formulation enhanced with the adjacent rectangle inequalities (17), bounding box inequalities (18), strengthened aggregate intensity inequalities (19) and (20), and 1 × 2 submatrix inequalities (21) and (22).
(Additional computational results showed that the 2 × 2 submatrix inequalities (23) Each set of columns in Table 1 displays the time spent for each problem instance ("CPU"), and upper bound ("UB"), lower bound ("LB"), and optimality gap ("GAP") obtained. We also report the average and maximum gaps over all problem instances. We observe that none of the problem instances were solved to optimality using the default CPLEX options, whereas case1beam2 and case5beam2 were solved to optimality after adding the valid inequalities of Section 2.2. An additional instance (case5beam5) was solved using the partitioning strategy described in Section 2.3. We note that even though our approach was not able to provide provably optimal solutions for most instances, it significantly improved both lower and upper bounds for several instances.
Our next experiment tests our base algorithm under the extensions discussed in Section Table 2 and Taşkın et al. [23] ). In our experiments, we therefore used w = 7 as a representative value.
The next set of columns ("Lexicographic") is dedicated to the extension in which we first minimize beam-on-time, T , and then find the minimum number of rectangles that yields the minimum beam-on-time. The column "BOT" represents the value of T , and "Total Time"
represents the total treatment time associated with the solution found, where we again use w = 7 as the average setup time per rectangle. We observe that our algorithm could solve more problem instances to optimality for both extensions compared to the problem of finding the minimum number of rectangles. In order to understand why this is the case, we first Another way of looking at the problem of balancing the number of apertures and the beam-on-time is to view the problem as a multicriteria optimization problem. In this setting, we are interested in constructing the Pareto efficient frontier of solutions with the property that neither of the two criteria can be improved without deteriorating the other. Note that the lexicographic approach that we considered above determines a particular Pareto optimal solution to the multicriteria problem. In order to generate other non-dominated solutions for the multicriteria version of the problem, we sequentially impose different upper bounds on the number of apertures allowed, say γ, and find the corresponding minimum beam-on-time for these values of γ. As an example, we considered the problem instance case5beam5.
For this instance, we note that the minimum number of apertures is 49 (see Table 1 ) with a corresponding beam-on-time of 160, while the minimum beam-on-time for this problem instance is 147 (see Table 2 ) which requires 57 apertures. with L ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}, and used our algorithm to find the minimum total treatment time required as a measure of delivery efficiency. Table 3 shows the results of our experiments.
We observe that our algorithm produces smaller optimality gaps as L decreases, which is not surprising since IPR becomes tighter as the M r -coefficients (which are bounded by L)
decrease. Furthermore, delivery efficiency is also higher for small values of L. The average treatment time (calculated over the lower bounds) for all problem instances increases from 366.05 for L = 5 to 513.79 for L = 10, 609.79 for L = 15, and 684.96 for L = 20, which is calculated using the set of columns labeled "Total Time" in Table 2 . Our results show that the choice of granularity chosen for rounding has a significant effect on the treatment time.
For each individual patient, the risks associated with the deterioration in treatment plan quality due to the rounding of intensities needs to be weighed against the disadvantages of a longer treatment time by the physician or clinician.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated a problem encountered regarding efficient delivery of a fluence map using rectangular apertures in IMRT treatment. Rectangular apertures can be formed by using conventional jaws already integrated into IMRT treatment devices, and do not need an advanced MLC system, which is costly to manufacture and operate. In this paper, we designed an exact optimization algorithm that can be used to analyze whether a jaws-only treatment system can deliver fluence maps efficiently. Our algorithm is based on an integer programming formulation, which we enhance using several valid inequalities and by partitioning the problem into simpler problems. We next showed how our approach can be extended in order to optimize other efficiency criteria such as beam-on-time, total treatment time, and beam-on-time-constrained number of rectangular apertures. Our tests on clinical data showed that a few problem instances were solved to optimality within a half-hour, and
we were able to obtain good optimality bounds for most other instances that could not be 
